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Structure of the presentation



The mal-implementation of the Habitats Directive

insufficient implementation by all Member States (Commission, 2003)
only 3 of 15 without court suit
more than half at least once condemned
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Europeanisation (top-down):

- misfit
- adaptation pressure
- mediation factors
- domestic change

Ideation:
- Policy Paradigm (Peter Hall, 1992, 1993):

“an overarching set of ideas that specify how the problems […]are to be 
perceived, which goals might be attained through policy and what sorts of 
techniques can be used to reach those goals.”

- Institutionalisation (policy instruments, specification of instruments)

2. Explanatory approaches
Europeanisation meets Ideation



anthropocentrism eco-centrism

Source: Thompson/Ellis/Wildavsky 1990: 27 (modified)
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3. Constructions of ‚Nature‘ and ‚Space‘



…within the Habitats Directive

Source: http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/nature/nature_conservation/useful_info/documents_publications/pdf/brochure-de.pdf

3. Constructions of ‚Nature‘ and ‚Space‘…



A predominantly ‘bio-centric’, technocratic policy paradigm:
- 3-step-approach (confirmed by case law)
- annexes (highly specialised lists)
- criteria for selection (exclusively nature conservation)

4. Institutionalisation of a policy paradigm
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Neglected misfits and inertia in the first implementation phase
Strong adaptation pressure by European norm entrepreneurs   
(COM/ECJ: infringement procedure, penalty payments cross, compliance )

5. Implementation in Germany:
domestic (in-)action and European Control
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Revealed misfit: conflicting paradigms
- 3-step-approach as uncommon procedure (predom. Biocentric)
- Legal implications of scientific pre-selection of sites vs. 

consultation and socio-economic evaluation

Late politicisation:
- in-coherent approach by
regional selection authorities

- concrete spatial consequences of 
directive

Final adaptation to European policy paradigm

5. Implementation in Germany



1. Institutionalisation of a ‚bio-centric‘ and technocratic policy paradigm
in the Habitats Directive

2. Slow adaptation process attributable to  a paradigmatic misfit that was 
revealed after spatial consequences of the directive became apparent

3. Resulting resistance could only be overcome by increasing coercive 
power of EU

Policy paradigms matter

Space matters

Polity matters (systemic changes)

… when explaining implementation delays in EU nature conservation policy

6. Conclusions


